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ABSTRACT

2. RELATED WORK

Advances in hardware performance, network bandwidth and audio compression have made possible the creation of large personal
digital music collections. Although, there is a significant body
of work in image and video browsing, there has been little work
that directly addresses the problem of audio and especially music
browsing. In this paper, Musescape, a prototype music browsing
system is described and evaluated. The main characteristics of the
system are automatic configuration based on Computer Audition
techniques and the use of continuous audio-music feedback while
browsing and interacting with the system. The described ideas and
techniques take advantage of the unique characteristics of music
signals. A pilot user study was conducted to explore and evaluate
the proposed user interface. The results indicate that the use of
automatically extracted tempo information reduces browsing time
and that continuous interactive audio feedback is appropriate for
this particular domain.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in hardware performance, network bandwidth and
audio compression have made possible the creation of large personal digital music collections. It is not uncommon for users to
have thousand of music files stored on their personal computer
and a large percentage of network traffic is used for transferring
such files. Although the business and copyright issues are still debated it is probable that in the near future all of recorded music
will be available digitally. The use of digital technology has also
significantly lowered the cost of recording and increased the music
production of non-professionals who use the web as their medium
of distribution.
Despite the increasing interest in digital music distribution, the
searching, browsing and organizing of music remains unchanged.
The user can only search by artist, genre, album name, and in some
cases by additional metadata information. In addition the only way
to browse large music collections is using a standard file manager.
Recent software music players allow the creation of playlists to
avoid having to explicitly select each file for playing. However in
all these cases, fundamentally, the user can only search for known
music and there is little support for browsing unknown music. Music signals have unique characteristics that differentiate them from
other multimedia signals such as speech and video. Although there
has been a considerable amount of work in image and video browsing there is little work that directly addresses the problem of audio
and especially music browsing.

The concept of browsing is central to this work. In contrast to direct search where the target is known, in browsing the user wants
to explore a collection of items without a specific goal in mind. Although browsing seems to be a common behavior of music listeners (observe consumers in a record store) most currently available
systems only support traditional keyword and metadata text-based
direct search. The main disadvantage of this approach is the need
for manual annotation to initially acquire the metadata information.
An alternative to current keyword-based search is the idea of
content-based analysis and retrieval. Query-by-example has been
a common query specification method. In this approach the user
provides a sample multimedia object for the query and similar multimedia objects are returned. The references provided are representative and were mainly chosen based on their influence in the
design of our system.
Examples of systems for image organization and retrieval include [1, 2]. Systems for browsing video such as [3, 4] provide
various capabilities such as pause removal and time compression,
textual and visual indexes, and personalized navigation using shot
boundaries. Similar capabilities are provided in speech and notebook interfaces such as [5, 6]. Another related area is audio-based
media spaces such as [7] that use audio for multi-user communication.
The most related work to Musescape is the Sonic Browser described in [8], which is a graphical user interface based on direct
manipulation-sonification for browsing collections of audio signals. Each sound file is represented by a visual shape on a two dimensional plane and a cursor with an aura around it that is used for
exploration. The sound files that fall inside the aura are simultaneously played back spatialized based on their distance and location
relative to the cursor. Although initially the placement of objectssounds was performed manually, recently the Sonic Browser has
been extended with automatic placement based on feature extraction and audio analysis [9]. The idea of using simultaneous playback and audio spatializing has been explored for audio document
browsing in the Dynamic Soundscape described in [10].
It is important to note that there has been a large amount of
work in music retrieval and browsing using symbolic music representations such as notated scores or MIDI (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) files. The symbolic and hierarchical nature of
these representations allows higher levels of processing and understanding resulting in interesting interfaces such as query-byhumming systems [11] and content-based navigation in scores [12].
Automatic musical genre classification of audio signals is described
in [13] and tempo detection in [14, 15]. A general source of information for music information retrieval is [16].
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3. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND GUIDELINES
From the beginning of this project an effort was made to leverage knowledge gained from previously published work in multimedia browsing rather than building from scratch. Because the
main focus of this work is music it is important to comment on the
characteristics that differentiate musical signals from other types
of multimedia signals such as images, video and speech. These
characteristics provide unique guidelines and constraints for developing a music browsing system.
Unlike video or speech signals, recorded music has a basic
processing unit: the CD track, which corresponds to a self-contained
musical piece for the majority of commercially recorded music
(exceptions are for example long symphonic ”Classical” music
pieces). Therefore for this work, browsing within a piece of music, although interesting and challenging, will not be addressed.
In this respect music browsing is closer to image browsing where
the basic unit is the image. On the other hand the temporal nature
and sequential nature of listening does not allow multiple musical pieces to be presented at the same time in the same way as
images. Although spatial audio has been used for simultaneous
presentation of multiple audio streams such as speech signals in [],
sound effects in [8], and music in [9], it can only be applied to a
small number of items (4-5) something which is not true for images. Another important distinction from video and speech signals
is that although music conveys emotions and structure it does convey specific information. Therefore, the use of text analysis and
retrieval has limited applicability to musical signals in audio format. Although external text information about the music such as
critic reviews and descriptions can be analyzed, the techniques of
using this information for searching and browsing are well known
and therefore will not be considered in this paper. Time compression and pause removal are techniques that have been used for
quick navigation-browsing of temporal media such as video and
speech signals. However, these techniques produces audible artifacts therefore are not applicable to music.
To summarize many of the techniques employed in current
multimedia browsing interfaces are not directly applicable to musical signals. On the other hand audio signals have some advantages
over other types of multimedia systems. A relative consistent set
of musical genres can be used to characterize musical pieces. Although genre boundaries are sometimes fuzzy, their perception by
different subjects is relatively consistent. Unlike, video or speech
genres which are not as well defined, identification of the genre
of a musical piece can be done surprisingly fast. In the study reported in [17] subjects could identify genre much better than random guessing (40% in a 10-genre forced choice paradigm) using
only 250 milliseconds or 0.25 seconds. Their identification ability
improves up to 70% at 3 seconds. Using more information than
3 seconds does not increase genre identification and the remaining
confusion is caused by disagreement between subjects about genre
definitions. In contrast, genre identification in video or speech signals requires more time as more semantic information needs to be
gathered. Finally, musical signals require less cognitive attention
than video and speech signals (more people work while listening
at the same time to music than people who work watching video at
the same time). Based on these observations, a set of design guidelines were established and used for developing our system: 1) the
basic object or unit is a musical piece that typically corresponds to
a CD track and no time compression and within-piece navigation
is supported, 2) music should be playing all the time while the sys-

tem is used unless the user explicitly stops it, 3) the system directly
exposes basic attributes that have perceptual significance such as
genre and tempo directly to the user interface level, 4) the system
should be easy to learn and use.
In addition to the guidelines and constraints posed specifically
for the task of music browsing we had a number of practical issues
related to our resources and goals. Probably the most important
constraint we had to work with was the lack of resources to have
a large subject pool and perform long experiments over time. In
order to address this issue, a two-stage approach was used. Two
groups of users where used for the design, development and evaluation of the system. The first group, consisting of 4 users, was
used in a user-centered iterative design and development process.
Users were provided successive working prototypes of the system,
used the system on their own computers, reported their suggestions, problems and experiences, and the process was repeated. No
formal questionnaires and usage statistics were used at this stage
as our purpose was to investigate the system in a natural everyday
usage setting. This approach was facilitated by the fact that music
browsing was an activity that all subjects enjoyed doing and were
all very interested in participating in the design process. Once the
prototype reached a stage that the authors and the first user group
considered satisfactory, a second group of users who had no prior
exposure to the system were used to conduct a more specific monitored usage study designed to answer some basic questions we had
about our system. Another design consideration was the desire to
have a system that can be used in a mode that requires limited visual screen estate. The two main reasons behind this desire were:
the possibility of using the developed system on portable digital
music players, and the observation that users in many cases would
like to use the music browser while simultaneously using most of
their computer screen real estate for other purposes. Finally, in
the overall design of the system, the Shneiderman [18] mantra for
the design of interaction systems ”overview, zoom and filter, then
details on demand” was followed.

3.1. Notes on terminology
Musical genres are categorical descriptions created by humans to
organize and characterize different pieces of music. Pieces of a
particular musical genre such as ”Rock” or ”Reggae” music share
similar characteristics related to the texture (number, density and
types of instrument playing), rhythm (the way the sounds are structured in time) and harmony (the way the sounds are structured in
frequency). The beat or tempo of a musical signal can be loosely
defined as the average frequency corresponding to the sequence of
pulses resulting from tapping along with the music. It is measured
in beats-per-minute (BPM) and faster pieces have higher BPM.

4. MUSESCAPE DESCRIPTION
The design and development of the system follows the ModelView-Controller paradigm [19]. The Model part comprises the
actual underlying data and the operations that can be performed
to manipulate it. The View part describes the specific ways the
data model can be displayed and the Controller part describes how
user input can be used to control the other two parts.
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4.1. Model
The Model part is a collection of music files in audio format each
of which is annotated with categorical and ordinal attributes that
characterize the content. The attribute annotation can be manual,
automatic or both. It can also be edited while the users interact
with the system using the same interface used for browsing and
searching. Any number of attributes can be supported. For the experiments described in this paper two attributes are used: musical
genre and tempo.

Figure 1: Visual space for sound effects collection.

4.2. View
For viewing we use a visual space where each music file is represented as an object whose appearance and position reflect its
corresponding attributes. Because our approach is inspired by the
system presented in [8] it will not be further described. Although
our system is described mainly in the context of music browsing it
can also be used for other types of audio signals. Figure 1 shows
a visual space for sound effects where the brown cubes correspond
to walking sounds and the white cubes to various types of tools.

in current systems audio feedback is only available during playback and not during query specification. The fundamental idea for
solving these problems is to provide controller components that
provide direct interactive sonfication of the user actions and are
re-used for searching, browsing and annotation. This idea will be
illustrated with the example of a volume control slider. If such a
slider were to be designed as current music browsing systems, then
its value would be adjusted without any actual change in volume
and then a submit button would be pressed for the actual volume
change to occur. The usual way of having the volume change directly based on the user actions is preferable. For each music content attribute such as tempo, a component which we call “filter” is
created with the purpose of specifying the value for that attribute.
“Sound-Sliders” are used for continuous and ordinal attributes and
“Sound-Lists” for categorical attributes (see Figure 2). Visually,
these component look like standard components. The main difference is that when there is a user action, the sound immediately
reflects it.
One obvious question is how to combine these filters in such a
way that whenever there is a user action the music that is returned
satisfies all the filter settings. The naive solution of searching for
all the files that satisfy the settings has the problem of being to
slow of real time interactive playback even when using indexing
methods for the data. Because of the desired continuous audio
feedback, changes must happen as fast as possible else users are
confused about the effect of their actions. To address this problem,
an indexing-preprocessing step is utilized. The main idea is to
simply pre-sort the data according to all the possible user settings.
Another way to view this process is that rather than indexing the
data to support arbitrary search, it is specifically indexed to support
the possibilities offered to the user by the graphical user interface.
This approach will be referred to as “Usage-based indexing”.
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Figure 3: Usage-based indexing

Figure 2: SoundSliders and SoundList.

4.3. Controller
The Controller part of the system is the main contribution of the
paper and therefore will be described in more detail. There are
three operations that we want to unify under a common interface:
searching, browsing and annotating. In current systems each of
these operations requires a separate tool. Another problem is that

Each filter is represented as a list of lists of files. The lists are
doubly linked. The first level corresponds to the possible settings
for each filter and the lists of files correspond to the files that satisfy a particular filter setting. For categorical items the first level
list has a list of files for each category. For continuous attributes
quantization bins are used for the first level. For example, a tempo
slider with quantization size 5 BPM (beats per minute) will have a
second level list of files with tempos ranging from 100-105 BPM.
An example of this structure is illustrated in Figure 3. The list corresponding to the current setting is called the active list. Therefore
for each attribute there is an active list, and the files that satisfy
all the attributes, can be found by finding their intersection (all
the files that are common to all active lists). Because only active
lists are considered rather that the whole dataset, this operation is
fast. When there is a user action, the active list of the appropriate
attributed is changed to the active list of the new setting.
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5.2. Setup
Participants were two female and four male volunteers with ages
ranging from 20 to 30. All participants were regular computer
users and familiar with software for music playback. They had no
prior experience with Musescape. A target matching experiment
was used. For each trial, a target sound file had to be located in
a collection of 200 sound files. Users could hear again the target
file at any time and had to explicitly indicate the match by pressing a button. The reason for the explicit match button was to make
sure that users heard the match rather than arrived at it randomly.
Two automatically extracted attributes were used: genre (10 genres) and tempo (in Beats-per-minute BPM). The genres were: classical, country, disco, hiphop, jazz, rock, reggae, blues, pop, and
heavy metal. The choice of attributes was based on the idea of
providing a common categorical and numerical music content annotation. Genre is typically found in current systems based on
manually annotated metadata but annotating tempo is time consuming and therefore more difficult to acquire. Both attributes
were calculated automatically in our system using the techniques
described in [13]. The experiment parameters (200 files, 20 trials, 2 attributes) were chosen as a tradeoff between the desire to
have enough data points for statistical analysis while, at the same
time, making the experiment enjoyable and not frustrating to the
participants. Browsing larger collections than 200 files is not only
feasible but it is more satisfying because of the density of choices.
On the other hand locating a specific file takes much longer and it
would be difficult to conduct user studies.

Figure 4: User study system.

5. USER STUDY

5.1. Design

A small scale user study was conducted to answer basic questions
about the usage of the proposed interface. Our initial plan was
to evaluate the full system and compare it with browsing using
an hierarchical file manager together with a media player which
is the most common way of browsing music today. This initial
plan was revised in two ways. The first was that after talking with
the first group users and conducting informal tests with users it
was clear that continuous direct sonification was much faster and
preferable. This has been showed also in other systems such as
the Sonic Browser [8]. Once exposed to our new interface users
were frustrated with the non-direct interface because it took much
longer to complete tasks and couldn’t understand why we bothered. In order to address this problem, we decided to still use the
hierarchical tree approach of file browsers but enhance it with direct sonification. The tree is the standard collapsible nodes tree and
whenever a user selects a node the corresponding musical piece is
immediately played back. The first level of the tree corresponds
to genre and the second to tempo. The second way we revised our
design was to remove the visual display from the evaluation. We
had observed that although users liked the visual display after a
short time they browsed without paying much attention to it. An
additional reason was that we were interested in a small screen real
estate version suitable for portable digital music players. Figure 4
shows a screenshot of the system containing both the slider-list
configuration and the tree configuration. The target and dart buttons are used for target playback and matching confirmation and
will be described in the following section. In the actual study, for
each trial either the tree or the slider-list was visible.

The experiments were designed to answer the following questions: 1) how long on average do users have to hear a song in order
to establish a match 2) does tempo information assist browsing 3)
how does the a slider and list-based interface compare to the more
traditional tree browsing interface.
Based on these questions the independent variables were: configuration (slider, tree) and tempo information (tempo, no tempo)
resulting in four conditions. For the tree interface the first level of
the tree was genre and in the tempo case the leaves were sorted
from slow to fast. Each subject did twenty matching experiments
with five trials for each condition in one session. The session varied from 30 to 45 minutes depending on the subject.
The order was randomized but common across subjects to avoid
or at least have common learning effects. In addition, before the
experiment a learning session, consisting of eight trials, was conducted. Dependent variables were: matching time, number of
wrong matches, number of target replays and average playing time.
Matching time was measured as the difference between the time
the users first heard the target and the time they correctly identified the match. Number of wrong matches refers to the number of
times users pressed the match button without hitting the target file.
Number of target replays is the number of times the user pressed
the target button to hear again the target and the average playing
time is the average time each file was heard before a new user action.
In order to measure these quantities, a detailed time-stamped
log of all the user actions was kept and analyzed. The sequence of
files browsed was also logged in order to investigate browsing patterns. The data was analyzed using linear ANOVA and an informal
questionnaire was conducted after the end of each experiment.
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observed in the other two dependent variables: number of wrong
matches and number of target replays. The mean playing time was
2.97 seconds with standard deviation of 2.69 seconds. It is interesting how close this average playing time is to the 3 seconds
reported in [17] as the minimum playback time for maximum human musical genre classification. These two pieces of evidence
suggest that 3 seconds are a good choice for the creation of audio thumbnails. The average number of wrong matches across the
subjects was 9 with a standard deviation of 10.9. Three users had
zero or 1 wrong matches, one had 8 and two had 24. This indicates
two types of strategies with approximately similar results in terms
of average matching time. These are: quick listening and paying
a time penalty because of wrong matches or slower listening with
no wrong matches. The mean number of target replays across subjects for each trial was 2 with a standard deviation of 0.97. That
means that approximately 2 replays were done per trial. The average number of files played across subjects for each trial was 20
files with a standard deviation of 4.5 This indicates that after approximately hearing ten files the users had to refresh their target
memory.

Figure 5: Matching times with/without tempo information.

5.5. Post-study questionnaire

Figure 6: Matching times for tree/slider configuration.

5.3. Matching Time Results
The matching time is the main measure of interest in this study.
Shorter matching times indicate that the user had to listen to fewer
files in order to reach the intended target. Matching time was significantly lower when tempo information was utilized. Figure 5
shows a box plot of matching time with and without tempo information. The means are 33.56 seconds with tempo and 41.43
without tempo. The difference is statistically significant with F
= 4.49 and p = 0.03 (for alpha = 0.05). There were few cases
where the user would guess the wrong genre and have to visit
more than one genre for matching. Without beat information the
users had to search linearly through a particular genre to find a
file whereas when using beat information a type of binary search
based on tempo was performed. The user would initially guess the
approximate tempo and then would approach the target by moving
the slider left or right depending on if the current file being played
was slower or faster than the target.
Figure 6 shows a box plot of matching time across different
UI configurations (sliders and tree). Matching time was slightly
lower for the sliders. The means are 35.56 seconds for sliders and
39.43 for tree. This small difference is not statistically significant
with F = 1.05 and p = 0.3. Therefore there doesn’t seem to be any
advantage to using trees.
5.4. Other measures
There was no statistically significant difference in the average playing time across all 4 conditions. This is expected as the average
playing time is based on how long a user needs to hear a song in
order to recognize it. This independence to conditions was also

After completing the study, an informal questionnaire was conducted. Given the small number of subjects, simple questions were
asked and no statistical analysis of the results was performed. All
subjects said that they liked and enjoyed Musescape, more than
traditional interfaces for browsing music and thought it was more
efficient. All subjects also agreed that beat information helped
them with browsing. One of the participants said that when he
couldn’t remember easily a target song he would just memorize the
beat and search only based on that information. There was no clear
preference between the slider version and the tree version. These
answers are in agreement with the results of the experiments. The
most common complaint was that sometimes the files was classified in a different genre that what the subject thought it was.

6. CONCLUSIONS - FUTURE WORK
Musescape is a content-aware automatically generated browsing
system specifically designed for music signals. Overall both user
groups enjoyed their interaction with the system and their input
was valuable for the design and evaluation of the system. The usage study results indicate that beat information can decrease music browsing time. Continuous audio feeedback (direct sonification) of all the user actions, seems to work well in the context of
music browsing. In addition, it was shown that the less visually
demanding slider-list interface performed as well as the standard
tree based approach for music browsing. Another important results
of this user study, is the average playing time of 3 seconds which
seems to contain enough information to adequately characterize a
piece of music both for browsing and genre identification. For the
future we plan to release Musescape as free software. In order to
do that we plan to add support for mp3 audio compressed files. In
addition, the current support for textual metadata is limited to simple attributes stored in text files so we are planning to migrate the
whole system on top of a database. Finally, we plan to add spatial
audio for the presentation of the intersection active list.
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